RESILIENCE DISTRICTS

ENSURING THAT DISTRICT-LEVEL PROJECTS DELIVER ON RESILIENCE OBJECTIVES

ECO DISTRICTS CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 4-5, 2019
Engaging The Community In Setting & Achieving Resilience Goals

Fourth Economy / Chelsea Burket & Mickey McGlasson

Perkins & Will / David Green, Jessica Florez & Amy Thompson

Resilient Cities Catalyst / Jeb Brugmann
Agenda

09:45 AM INTRODUCTION
- The work of district scale resilience
- Session organization

9:50 AM SMALL TABLE EXERCISES
- Community establishment of district performance objectives and targets
- Identifying and prioritizing risks and vulnerabilities to be addressed to achieve district objectives
- Monitoring and assuring achievement of objectives

10:25 AM TABLE REPORT OUTS & DISCUSSION
Urban Resilience

is the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, grow and thrive, no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks they experience.
Urban Resilience

is the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, grow and thrive, no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks they experience.
Tools for District Resilience Planning, Design – and Delivery

PROCESSES & TOOLS
- Selecting District Indicators
- Establishing Baselines
- Establishing Targets

Community Planning
Establish Measurable Objectives & Targets

PROCESSES & TOOLS
- Local Area Risk Assessment
- District Resilience Roadmap

Resilience Assessment
Define Requirements for Achieving Objectives & Targets (0-30 years)

PROCESSES & TOOLS
- Resilience Index Platform

Project Design, Delivery, Assurance

Activities 2020
Connections 2020
Places 2020
Systems 2020

Energy Demand
Break Out Tables

Community Planning
Establish Measurable Objectives & Targets

Resilience Assessment
Define Requirements for Achieving Objectives & Targets (0-30 years)

Project Design, Delivery, Assurance
Report Out

- What are the key take-aways from your table?
- What is the vision for the future of your neighborhood based on your discussion?